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SDL Efforts on CrIS
• Pre-launch
–
–
–
–
–

Verification of interferometer operation
Software and data processing
Design, build, and testing oversight
Cal/val uncertainty estimation method development
TVAC analysis and support

• Post-launch

– Calibration and validation of science data record (SDR, level 1 data)
parameters
– Interferometer optimization
– Anomaly analysis
– Radiometric noise monitoring and assessment
– Monitoring for ice and other contaminants
– Data intercomparison between CrIS instruments using MODTRAN
• “Data Inter-comparisons of the CrIS Interferometers on Suomi-NPP and
NOAA-20”, Kristl et al., Wed. 3:05 pm, CALCON 2018
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Relevant Noise Term Definitions
• Noise Equivalent Change in Radiation (NEdN), using standard
deviation
– Measure of the spread of values across all dataset samples
– Affected by changes in bias/drift within averaging time (tavg)
– 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝑆𝑆 =
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• Allan Deviation (ADEV)
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– Measures the difference between successive values of a dataset
– Not affected by changes in bias/drift if time step (Δt) < time scales of
change in bias/drift
–
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Noise Characterization
• Noise characterization is a key parameter in determining
instrument performance and data quality
• CrIS has a noise performance specification expressed as the
noise equivalent change in radiance (NEdN)
• Requires calibration targets for characterization and to
monitor for changes in system noise
– On-ground TVAC testing
• Internal Calibration Target (ICT) Field of Regard (FOR)
• Earth Scene (ES) FOR pointed toward a calibration target

– On-orbit
• ICT FOR
• Deep Space (DS) FOR
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SDL Methodology
• Calculate noise levels on data passed through the Raw Data Record
(RDR) processing routine, i.e., the Sensor Data Record (SDR) data
– Process ICT/DS/external calibration target data like on-orbit data
– *Independent from NEdN provided in CrIS SDR

• TVAC: straightforward processing as ES FOR used to look at external
calibration target
• On-orbit: ICT and DS results not found in SDR, substitute them into
ES FOR prior to processing
– Data collected during descending orbit (night time) over tropical Pacific
(~13:00 GMT)
• Large region (~20 deg wide by 50 deg long) with relatively uniform
radiance

– N = 212 scan lines, equal to an averaging time (tavg) ≈ 14 min
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Tropical Pacific Datasets
• Example location of data used in NEdN and ADEV calculations for 21
April 2017
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SDL Methodology
• NEdN (𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝑆𝑆 )

– Apply ICT temperature correction (typical differences of tavg ≤ 0.2 K)
– Calculate 𝑦𝑦� and 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝑆𝑆 per spectral resolution

– Spectrally average across the MW and SW bands and LW sub-bands for
trending

• ADEV (𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝐴𝐴 )

𝐴𝐴
– Calculate 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦,𝑡𝑡
vector of length (N-1) per spectral resolution bin

– Calculate 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝐴𝐴 per spectral resolution

– Spectrally average across the MW and SW bands and LW sub-bands for
trending
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NOAA-20 TVAC NEdN Results

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Example shown for a cold plateau test
Real (left) and Imaginary (right) components
Full-spectral resolution (Full Res or FSR)
Black dashed line is the FSR specification line
CrIS met spec during all hot and cold tests!
Separation of Fields of View (FOVs) into Center/Adjacent/Corner groups suggests
vibration
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NOAA-20 TVAC ADEV Results

• ADEV example for same cold plateau test
• NEdN FSR spec line provided for reference (no ADEV spec)
• ADEV values slightly lower than NEdN
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NOAA-20 On-orbit NEdN

• Example from 19 May 2018
• NOAA-20 CrIS meeting spec on-orbit, has since first light in early
January 2018
• Less spread in FOVs than during TVAC
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NOAA-20 On-orbit ADEV

• Example from 19 May 2018
• ADEV shows more variation between spectral bins than NEdN
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SNPP On-orbit NEdN

• Example from 16 May 2018
• SNPP still meets spec, after six years on orbit!
• SNPP NEdN is slightly higher than NOAA-20
– Expected due to duration of orbit

• SDL’s values are similar to those found in SDRs, track well
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NEdN Trending: NOAA-20
• Band and subband averages
trended over
lifetime
• Trend lines for
ICT Real and
Imaginary NEdN
are relatively flat
since midFebruary 2018
– ADEV (not
shown) lines
are nearly
identical
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NEdN Trending: SNPP
•

•

•
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Plots show nominal
spectral resolution
(NSR) results since
June 2012
– LW has same
resolution as
FSR; MW and
SW have coarser
resolution
LW NEdN started
out higher for SNPP
than NOAA-20
MW NEdN at NSR is
about the same as
NOAA-20 MW at
FSR
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NOAA-20 FSR Relative Response

• Detector response is tracked over time and shown here as relative to the
response on 17 February 2018
• LW looks stable, MW and SW showing slight degradation over three months
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SNPP NSR Relative Response

• Detector response relative to early April 2012
• All bands show some degradation, SW is worst at -2.5% over six years
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Conclusions
• Both NOAA-20 and SNPP CrIS instruments meet NEdN spec on-orbit!
• NOAA-20 CrIS
– Noise levels were stable and low during first several months on-orbit
– Relative response shows small decreases in MW and SW bands

• SNPP CrIS
– NEdN has been stable, albeit with a small positive slope, throughout
six years on-orbit
– Relative response looking good, SW has greatest degradation

• SDL calculates NEdN with a different method than that used in the
RDR processing algorithm, which provides an independent check
• SDL continues to track CrIS noise and relative detector response
during in-flight operations
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Questions/Comments
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